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Identifying Facets of ReaderGenerated Online Reviews of
Children’s Books Based on a
Textual Analysis Approach
Yunseon Choi and Soohyung Joo
ABSTRACT

With the increasing popularity of social media, online reviews have become one of the primary information sources for book selection. Prior studies have analyzed online reviews, mostly in the domain of business. However, little research has examined the content of online book reviews of children’s books. Book reviews generated by book readers contain different aspects of information,
such as opinions, feedback, or emotional responses, from the perspectives of readers. This study
explores what aspects of the books are addressed in readers’ reviews, and then it intends to identify
categorical features or facets of online book reviews of children’s books. We employed a textual
analysis approach including the latent Dirichlet allocation topic modeling to analyze the content
of book reviews. The results indicate that online book reviews exhibit different facets of the books,
which can be used as access points by potential readers to help them select relevant books.

A

s online reviews are getting more popular on social media platforms, they have become one of the primary information sources that people can utilize for decision
making before making the purchase (Liu 2006; Park, Lee, and Han 2007; Sparks, Per-

kins, and Buckley 2013; Chen, Kou, and Peng 2018). Prior studies have examined online reviews
in different contexts; in particular, business and computer science researchers explored the
use of online reviews focusing on marketing and consumer behavior, such as product and service reviews or movie reviews (Hu and Liu 2004; Ganu, Kakodkar, and Marian 2013; Zha et al.
2014; Mate 2015). As social networking sites or other commercial sites enabled book readers to
share their opinions and reviews about books and communicate with other readers, a few
studies paid attention to online book reviews to examine the helpfulness of online reviews
on sales of books (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006; Mudambi and Schuff 2010).
Despite the popularity of research on online reviews in business and marketing areas, relatively little research has been done on online reviews in library and information science. Book
reviews have been long used as a selection tool for collection building and book purchase
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(Jenkins 1996). Moreover, the importance of online book reviews has been recognized as a new
type of book culture that enables easy, massive communications among readers (Driscoll and
Rehberg Sedo 2019).
The purpose of this study is to develop categories of online book reviews. We used latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic modeling and facet analysis to develop categories of online
book reviews. Our conclusion of this analysis presents the successful mapping of the identiﬁed
categories with the traditional schemes (Dublin Core [DC] and MAchine-Readable Cataloging
[MARC]). This study is part of a larger research project that aims to investigate whether online
reviews of children’s books would represent signiﬁcant factors that are useful for better categorization of children’s books, leading to easier reader selection.
This article intends to explore what aspects of books are addressed in reader-generated
book reviews at a social networking site. Based on the understanding of book review content,
we aim to identify a range of categories, focusing on which facets readers are interested in. In
particular, we are interested in the unique context of children’s books. Children’s books stimulate children’s emotional experience and provide intellectual challenges for children (Kiefer
2004). Reading books allows children to acquire various literacy devices including story structures, schemes, and literary conventions (Bus, de Jong, and van Ijzendoorn 2007). Good books
are valuable for children’s language acquisition and literacy learning and contribute to their
cognitive and emotional development (Saracho and Spodek 2010). Given the vast body of children’s literature, it has become imperative to select materials for children effectively. Thus, we
strive to examine whether online book reviews would help characterize the aspects of books
by identifying different facets from the perspectives of book reviews. This article extends our
previous work (Choi and Joo 2019) to provide a comprehensive analysis of online book reviews
by identifying the facets of reader-generated online book reviews. Identifying underlying aspects within online book reviews is an important matter that provides clues for understanding
readers’ behaviors in selecting and evaluating books.

Helpfulness of Online Reviews
Prior studies have conﬁrmed the helpfulness of online reviews for business decisions (Liu 2006;
Mudambi and Schuff 2010; Zhu and Zhang 2010; Kim and Gupta 2012; Yu et al. 2012; Huang
et al. 2018). Online reviews help consumers in their decision-making process to choose a product or service (Mudambi and Schuff 2010), and consumers’ social interactions via social media
provide different values for both business and consumers (Hajli 2014). Consumers are more
interested in other consumers’ opinions rather than the product information provided by
the vendor (Ridings and Gefen 2004). Therefore, analyzing and understanding these consumers’ online reviews has increasingly become an essential part of the business decision.
The content of movie reviews has been an interest to researchers. For example, researchers
investigated movie reviews by analyzing review text and discussed its implications for online
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consumers (Liu 2006; Yu et al. 2012; Gaikar, Marakarkandy, and Dasgupta 2015). Dipak Damodar Gaikar, Bijith Marakarkandy, and Chandan Dasgupta (2015) analyzed movie reviews posted
on Twitter, focusing on text sentiment, as a way to predict box ofﬁce movie performance. Similarly, Xiaohui Yu and colleagues (2012) also analyzed sentiments in movie reviews to examine
the relationships between review content and the future sales of movies. On the other hand,
Yong Liu (2006) found that both negative and positive messages signiﬁcantly inﬂuence box
ofﬁce revenue.
A few studies have examined online book reviews (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006; Dimitrov
et al. 2015; Driscoll and Rehberg Sedo, 2019). Judith A. Chevalier and Dina Mayzlin (2006)
analyzed online book reviews on commercial sites, including Amazon.com and Barnesand
Noble.com, to investigate the relationships between the content of online reviews and sales
of books. They found that the impact of a negative review on the decrease in sales of books
was much higher than the impact of a positive review on the increase in sales of books. Stefan
Dimitrov and colleagues (2015) compared the Amazon.com review and Goodreads.com with
regard to reviewers’ behaviors and engagement. They found that Goodreads reviewers are
more engaged toward a discussion of book characteristics whereas Amazon users tend to
author more purchase-oriented reviews. They also investigated sentiment of review text
on one genre, biography, and no signiﬁcant difference was observed in sentiment scores
on Goodreads.com and Amazon.com. Their study also revealed that Amazon ratings tend to be
extreme and more focused on decision making. Beth Driscoll and DeNel Rehberg Sedo (2019)
analyzed online book reviews of seven best-selling ﬁction and nonﬁction books in Goodreads.
They investigated the language and sentiments expressed in the reviews and discovered how
online book reviews represent intimate reading experiences, emotional reactions to the book,
and even social connections by addressing related book elements such as authors and other
readers.

Methodology
Data Collection
We chose sample books for the analysis from the list of Newbery Medal Winners books. Using
the random number generation tool, we randomly selected 20 books from the list (see table A1).
Then, we manually scraped online reviews posted by users from Goodreads.com. A total of 3,062
reviews, consisting of 55,856 tokens, were collected. A token indicates a meaningful unit of text,
most often a certain word or term, that is used for further analysis in text mining (Silge and Robinson 2017). The data was collected during the period from November 2017 to June 2018. All nonEnglish reviews were excluded from the data set. The collected reviews cover the period from
2006 to 2018. This study did not identify users’ proﬁles, and the collected online book reviews did
not include any identiﬁcation information. However, during the content analysis of the reviews,
we found that reviews were written not only by adults (such as parents or teachers) but also by
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children readers themselves. We believe this is because children sometimes lead to the purchase
or borrowing of books, although they are not the target market for book purchasing.

Data Analysis
The collected text underwent preprocessing, including tokenization, stopword removal, and
stemming. We employed LDA topic modeling to analyze the content of reviews. The LDA topic
model is an unsupervised machine learning technique that can be used to discover hidden
themes or topics based on the analysis of the semantic structure of the text (Blei, Ng, and Jordan
2003; Blei 2012). LDA topic modeling has been adopted to analyze the content of online reviews
in various contexts, such as travel, products, or medical services (Ma et al. 2013; McAuley and
Leskovec 2013; Xianghua et al. 2013; Guo, Barnes, and Jia 2017). LDA topic modeling can be a
compelling method to identify different facets or aspects from the collection of unstructured
text. As to the number of topics, we decided to set it as 15 topics for each model after examining
multiple sets of topics. We initially examined 10, 12, 15, and 20 topics for each book respectively,
and it turned out 15 topics would exhibit most coherent topics by covering different aspects
of the books. Then, open coding was employed to interpret the topic model results qualitatively. We analyzed the top 10 high-probability terms for each topic qualitatively and then determined to which facet a topic would be relevant to describe the chosen book. In this way, we
were able to deﬁne different categories of review content, such as audience, genre, subject,
evaluation, and others. More importantly, we further conducted a mapping of the facets with
the DC and MARC to identify which facets of the books are covered by the review content. We
compared the facets identiﬁed from the topic modeling analysis with knowledge organization
systems (KOS) such as DC metadata standards (National Information Standards Organization
2007) and MARC record standards (Library of Congress 2020).

Results
Analysis of Latent Topic Terms
For all 20 books, we ran LDA topic modeling. For each book, we qualitatively analyzed the
10 highest-probability terms for each topic. Due to the limited space, we cannot report all
20 tables of topic modeling results herein. We selectively report three representative examples of the LDA topic modeling results: Criss Cross, When You Reach Me, and The Giver.
Figure 1 presents 15 topics extracted from the reviews of Criss Cross. The results reveal that
book reviews cover different aspects of the book. For instance, topic 1 represents the audience
of the book by showing high probabilities of terms like young, teenager, adult, age, and group.
Topic 3 contains the terms that represent the format or physical description of the book. Topics 6 and 11 include emotional terms, such as “beautiful,” “favorite,” and “sweet.” Topics 7, 8,
10, and 14 represent mostly the subject of the book. Topic 15 indicates award notes, including
“newbery,” “winner,” “win,” “award,” and “medal.”
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Figure 2 presents the topics extracted from the reviews of When You Reach Me. Topics 2, 12,
and 15 involve terms related to the genre or format of the book, such as “mystery,” “ﬁction,”
“time,” and “travel.” Topics 3, 4, and 6 are mostly about the subject of the book. Topics 5 and 8
indicate award notes, including “newbery,” “winner,” and “award.” Topic 7 represents the audience, such as “kid,” “school,” “young,” “adult,” and “children.”
Figure 3 shows the topics uncovered from the reviews of The Giver. Topics 1 and 3 include
the author of the book, Lois Lowry. The term, “seri,” which is the stemmed term of “series,” in
topic 2 provides a clue that this book is a series book. Topic 4 mostly represents “the audience” of the book. Topics 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 correspond to the subject of the book.
Topic 9 represents the mixture of emotional terms (like “love”) and evaluative comments such
as “great” and “amazing.”

Figure 2. Latent Dirichlet allocation topic model results for When You Reach Me
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Categories Discovered
As shown in the topic modeling results, different aspects of book content and readers’ evaluation, responses, and feeling were observed in the Goodreads review posts. We reviewed topic
terms qualitatively and reorganized those terms to identify common facets that can be used to
describe the books. To be more speciﬁc, we used the facet analytical technique, which is used in
faceted classiﬁcation and categorized the topic terms into a certain facet. Facets are deﬁned as
“clearly deﬁned, mutually exclusive, and collectively exhaustive aspects, properties, or characteristics of a class or speciﬁc subject” (Taylor 1992, 394). Faceted classiﬁcation is an “analyticosynthetic” scheme that derives from two processes: analysis and synthesis. These deﬁnitions of
facets help us understand the deﬁnition of faceted classiﬁcation: “the sorting of terms in a given
ﬁeld of knowledge into homogeneous, mutually exclusive facets, each derived from the parent
universe by a single characteristic of division” (Vickery 1960, 12). Faceted classiﬁcation uses a
“bottom-up” (Batty 1989) design technique where each class is analyzed and broken down into
its basic elements, grouped together by common attributes, called facets. Using the facet analysis, we examined high-probability topic terms and then determined an appropriate facet to
express those topic terms. For example, in ﬁgure 2, topic 7 includes terms like “kid,” “school,”
“young,” “adult,” and “children,” and we chose a category name as “audience” to express those
words. Once the facets (the names of categories) were deﬁned, we then enumerated terms
under the facet. For example, we viewed that the terms of “children,” “newbery,” “poetry,”
“recommend,” and “enjoy” can form mutually exclusive facets respectively, such as “audience,”
“award notes,” “genre/form,” “evaluation,” and “emotion.” In this way, we came up with 11 facets as shown in the third column of table 1, including “author,” “characters,” “physical description,” “subject,” “title,” “genre/form,” and others.
In addition, because online book reviews provide descriptions about a book, that is, bibliographic data, we examined to what extent the facets derived from the book reviews could
map the KOS including DC metadata elements and MARC ﬁelds. The DC metadata was
designed to describe a broad range of resources. We started with Simple (unqualiﬁed) DC
metadata elements, which consist of 15 core metadata elements. We then reviewed MARC
standards (Library of Congress 2020), which are currently used in most libraries for the description of items. We used MARC ﬁelds by mapping DC to MARC (Library of Congress 2004).
We found that readers’ reviews would cover common metadata elements describing books,
such as contributor, description, format, and subject. Interestingly, certain review terms indicated target audience information, such as “child,” “children,” and “kid.” In addition, the
unique facets contributed by the review terms include the emotional and evaluation facets,
which represent readers’ feelings and opinions, respectively. We observed a certain amount
of terms expressing the readers’ emotions, such as “sad,” “hate,” “happy,” and “cry.” Also, some
portions of the terms were used to judge the positiveness or negativeness about the books,
such as “good,” “bad,” “interesting,” “amazing,” or “boring.” These terms form the facets of
“emotion” and “evaluation,” which are not found in DC core elements and MARC ﬁelds.
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Table 1. Categories of Book Review Terms
Dublin Core
Element

Machine-Readable
Cataloging Fields

Contributor

Title
Type
...
...
...
...

100, 110, 111, 700,
710, 711
500–599, except 506,
530, 540, 546
340; 856$q 300
050, 060, 080, 082,
600, 610, 611, 630,
650, 653
245, 246
655 Genre/form
586
521 Target audience
490 Series
...

Title
Genre/form
Award
Audience
Series
Emotion

...

...

Evaluation (opinion)

Description
Format
Subject

Category of
Topic Terms

Exemplary Terms

Author

(Vary) author

Characters

Boy, girl, character (names of
characters)
Illustration, ﬁgure, picture
(Vary)

Physical description
Subject

(Vary)
Fiction, novel, poetry, narrative
Award, medal, Newbery, winner, win
Child, adult, kid, middle, audience
Series
Favorite, sad, enjoy, like, excite, hate,
glad, happy, cry, surprise
Good, bad, funny, humor, great, complex,
interesting, amazing, sweet, unique,
boring, reread, perfect, recommend

On the other hand, it is interesting to note that some topic terms are associated with coherence. For instance, regarding book titles such as The Crossover, Moon over manifest, and When
you reach me, the comments on the “audience” were more likely to co-occur with comments
related to the “genre/form,” especially when books use the unique styles of writing elements
such as “time travel,” “different periods,” and “mystery” (see table 2).

Discussion and Conclusion
This study examined the online book reviews of children’s books in the context of a social
bookmarking site. We employed LDA topic modeling to investigate which aspects or facets

Table 2. Book Titles That Use the Unique Styles of Writing Elements

Title
The Crossover
Moon Over
Manifest
When You
Reach Me

Genre/
Format

Topic Words

Notes

Poetry
Poetry, verse, style, form, The book is written in verse.
format
rhythm, novel
Time period Time, period, narrative, Stories in this book are set in two historical
mystery
time periods between 1917 and 1936.
Time travel Time, travel, mystery,
The story has time travel elements and
ﬁction, narrative, novel
deals with complex mystery characters.
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were mentioned in online reviews of children’s books. From the qualitative analysis of topic
terms generated from the LDA topic model, we identiﬁed 11 facets of the review content.
The topic modeling results revealed that book reviews cover different aspects of the books,
ranging from audience, subject, format, genre, evaluation, emotion, and others. This suggests
that book reviews can serve as a rich source of vocabulary to be used for various information
access points that might be useful for ﬁnding and selecting books for children. Then, we used
the facet analytical technique to categorize the topic terms into a certain facet. We conducted
a mapping of the facets with the DC and MARC and discovered 11 categories. Utilizing KOS
such as DC and MARC in the process of developing facet categories facilitates creating descriptive metadata for discovering or selecting books for children.
The facets identiﬁed in this study represent various features of book reviews. The categories mostly belong to descriptive metadata. The descriptive metadata describe a resource for
the purpose of its ﬁnding and understanding, for example, title, author, subject, genre, and
publication date (Riley 2017). The terms categorized into the Author category include book
authors’ names, or reviewers just used a general term “author” instead. The Character category
was deﬁned to indicate the names of characters in a book. The terms assigned to the Physical
Description category include “illustration,” “ﬁgure,” “picture,” and others. The Subject category
and the Title category terms vary by book. The Genre/Form category represents the genre of
a book, such as “ﬁction,” “novel,” “poetry,” and “narrative.” The remaining three categories,
namely the Award, Audience, and Series categories, do not have equivalent elements to be
mapped with Simple DC. These three categories are uniquely identiﬁed from the analysis of
the review terms. Because the selected books analyzed in this study are all Newbery Award–
winning books, terms such as “award,” “medal,” “Newbery,” “winner,” and “win” appeared in
the reviews. Moreover, in some reviews, those “award notes” were often observed. The Audience
category consists of several terms indicating the levels of audience, such as “child,” “adult,” “kid,”
and “middle.” Some reviewers mentioned the general term “audience” while discussing the reading levels of the book. Some book reviews include the term “series,” which indicates the book
is one of a book series.
The ﬁndings of this study suggest that emotion and evaluation can be considered important dimensions of book categorization from the perspective of readers. We observed that the
book reviews contain a substantial number of emotional terms. These terms are not mapped
with DC elements and MARC ﬁelds. This observation implies that emotional terms could be a
candidate for a facet in the organization of children’s books from the perspective of readers. In
addition, many terms we observed reﬂected reviewers’ evaluation or nuanced judgment about
the book, for example, “good,” “bad,” “great,” and “recommend.”
On the other hand, some review posts contain terms related to the genre or format of
books. The most common term in this category was “novel,” as most of the Newbery selections are ﬁctional novels. In table 2, for the book The Crossover, that takes the form of a verse
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novel. The verse novel is deﬁned as “a novel in poetry. A hybrid form, the verse novel ﬁlters
the devices of ﬁction through the medium of poetry” (Academy of American Poets 1996). The
book is a story about basketball, family, and the rules of life, which is written in verse. We
observed a distinctively higher number of the terms “poem” and “poetri” in the reviews of
this book. Some speciﬁc genre terms occur for those books that belong to that genre. For example, the term “mysteri” was observed much more in the book When You Reach Me. This book
is a mystery novel about a girl who lives with a single mother. The story has time travel elements and deals with complex mystery characters. In addition, the book Moon Over Manifest is
about a story that is set in two historical periods, 1917 and 1936. These ﬁndings may imply that
book reviewers tend to recommend the audience for the books regarding the unique style of
writing. Examples of the reviews include:
The Crossover
The Crossover, Newbery Medalist 2015, conﬁrms the growing trend of novels in verse
form, telling basic coming-of-age stories in short, free verse. This one follows exactly the same pattern as for example “The Weight of Water” or “Cloud Busting,” slightly
different from “Love That Dog” and “Hate That Cat,” or “To Be Perfectly Honest,” yet
another one of those seemingly endless novels which claim to be deep because the language is broken into stanzas, sometimes rhyming, but most of the time just stretched.
One sentence per page doesn’t make poetry, though. A sentence that drips and falls
to look like a ball on a basketball ﬁeld is not that special. It is an exercice for higher
Primary School students. Rubric: Make the words act out the content!
When You Reach Me
Another award winner for all ages. Time travel is a difﬁcult subject and the author describes it well. She builds a wonderful mystery. I enjoyed that A Wrinkle in Time
was an inspiration for this book.
We also found that the reviewers were aware of the age range of the book. Reviewers were
likely to discuss for which age group a book would be appropriate to read. The examples of
reviews include:
Moon Over Manifest
When ﬁrst assigned to read this book, I was slightly skeptical and hesitant to read it;
mainly because it didnt seem like something i would enjoy. However, after reading
Moon Over Manifest, I came to the conclusion that I really enjoyed it. I really loved
how there was two different eras in the book, even though it took me a little bit to
get used to the layout. . . . Overall though, I loved this book and would [recommend] it to any child around age 101.
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The Bronze Bow
This book is not one I would have picked up off the shelves. I read it only because it was
assigned to my daughter for her history class, and I wanted to be able to discuss it with
her, as reviews of the book stated that it touched on sensitive themes. I’d recommend
this book for 6th graders through adult, though sensitive individuals should wait
a bit longer than 6th grade to read it. The author writes with nuance and inferences,
so strong reading skills are required to truly understand the book’s many relationships
and messages. The Bronze Bow is intended as historical ﬁction, and is published by
Houghton Mifﬂin, a secular publisher.
This ﬁnding highlights the uniqueness of online reviews of children’s books, particularly
represented in the “emotion” and “evaluation” facets. Online reviewers tend to use “natural”
language, which is close to our daily spoken language, rather than well-written, structured
writings. Therefore, it is likely to involve many emotional terms that we use in our daily life
when evaluating something, such as “love,” “enjoy,” “happi,” and “excit.” Also, the selected
Newbery books are novels that have stories entailing the changes of the characters’ feelings
across the storyline or emotional touching scenes or moments, so the reactions of reviewers
consequently would become emotional as well.
Although our study was limited to online reviews of only 20 books, the results of this study
showed that reader-generated book reviews involve rich information about the book contributed by a reviewer community. Reader communities could beneﬁt from different sources of
information about books, and online reviews can be a compelling source, which can be easily
accessible via social media such as Goodreads. The contribution of this study lies in that we
tried to understand the nature of readers’ language used in book reviews and attempted to
identify the facets of online book reviews that can be compared with traditional KOS. We also
identiﬁed additional facets such as “emotion” and “evaluation (opinion)” that are uniquely applied to online reviews. This implies that user-generated book reviews might be inﬂuential on
potential users’ behavior or decision making on book selection by complementing formal bibliographic data with additional access points. A further study might be meaningful if it investigates the emotional and evaluative aspects of reader-generated reviews. Furthermore, in the
future study, facets will be extended by using Qualiﬁed DC metadata (Dublin Core Metadata
Initiative 2005). For example, in the Qualiﬁed DC, the Audience element has reﬁnements.
These reﬁnements are the extensions to the “Simple DC” 15 elements and have additional elements including “Mediator” and “Education Level.” The examples of the “Mediator” element
are reading specialist and teacher. The “Education Level” element can be used for a grade level
such as elementary school students or fourth to ﬁfth grades. In the future study, the facets will
be further extended by mapping with the DC element reﬁnements.
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Appendix
Table A1. A List of Selected Books

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Title
Caddie Woodlawn
Criss Cross
Dead End in Norvelt
From the Mixed-Up Files of
Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
Julie of the Wolves
Moon Over Manifest
Out of the Dust
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
Sarah, Plain and Tall
The Bronze Bow
The Cat Who Went to Heaven
The Crossover
The Girl Who Drank the Moon
The Giver
The One and Only Ivan
The Tale of Despereaux
The View from Saturday
Walk Two Moons
When You Reach Me
Wonder

Year

Award
Year

Carol Ryrie Brink
Lynne Rae Perkins
Jack Gantos
E. L. Konigsburg

1935
2005
2011
1967

1936
2006
2012
1968

Jean Craighead George
Clare Vanderpool
Karen Hesse
Mildred D. Taylor
Patricia MacLachlan
Elizabeth George Speare
Elizabeth Coatsworth
Kwame Alexander
Kelly Barnhill
Lois Lowry
K. A. Applegate
Kate DiCamillo
E. L. Konigsburg
Sharon Creech
Rebecca Stead
R. J. Palacio

1972
2010
1997
1976
1985
1961
1930
2014
2016
1993
2012
2003
1996
1994
2009
2012

1973
2011
1998
1976
1986
1962
1931
2015
2016
1994
2013
2004
1997
1995
2010
2013

Author(s)
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